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Objectives

Stanford Project on Productivity and Injectivity of Horizontal Wells (SUPRI-HW) has been
set up for the purpose of developing advanced performance prediction methods for horizontal
wells in heterogeneous reservoirs. The stimulus for this project arises from the fact that
HWs are now being drilled in large numbers (e.g., over 900 HWs in 1992) and their benefits
have provided the one example of an advanced oil recovery technique which is proving to be a
general economic attraction. Some of the principal applications opportunities for HWs include
reservoirs with thin oil columns, non-uniform and anisotropic depositional environments,
faulted and fractured reservoirs with preferred flow directions, fields with gas cap or aquifer

coning problems, fields with poor well productivity (e.g., heavy oil), recovery processes such
as miscible gas or steam injection where gravity segregation effects are large. However, their
advantages do not always provide a universal success, and the study in Reference [2] on the
Ness Field in the North Sea demonstrates that significantly poorer performance can occur
than predicted. Similarly Reference [3] indicates that only about half the wells drilled in the
Bakken field of the Williston Basin have been economically successful. In the Austin Chalk

which has been a prime example of HW application, a significant number of these wells have
not been completely successful. Thus while the drilling techniques and completion practice
have made great advances in the last 5 years, the position on reservoir engineering attributes
and optimization of reservoir performance lags behind the other technical areas.

There are eight major objectives, of which in year one the following three tasks are
involved:

TASK 1: Modeling Horizontal Wells-Establish detailed 3D methods of calculation which
will successfully predict horizontal well performance under a range oi reservoir and
flow conditions. Review both commercial simulators and simple inflow performance
relationships used by the industry. Investigate the sensitivity of various parameters on
the performance of horizontal wells. Develop modeling techniques and computer codes
based on generalized 3D-flexible gridding techniques which can be incorporated into
reservoir simulators.

TASK 2: Reservoir Characterization-Investigate reservoir heterogeneity descriptions of in-
-- terest to applications of horizontal wells. Develop averaging techniques in 3D which

will adequately compute effective single phase and two-phase directional permeabilities
within the variable gridding characteristics of the model developed in Task 1. Perform
sensitivity studies of the averaging technique to uncertainities in the heterogeneity dis-
tribution•

TASK 3: Experimental Planning and Interpretation-Critically review technical literature on
two-phase flow in pipes and the correlation of these results in terms of their relevance



to horizontal wells. Perform sensitivity studies to choose parameter spaces of interest
for some typical field conditions, using oil companies' advice. Plan key experiments to
investigate sensitivii_y to parameter variation including inflow distribution, completion
variations, void fractions, etc. Perform data analysis including flow pattern distribution,
scaling, dependence on perforation intervals, confidence levels_ etc. Revise two-phase
flow correlations where necessary to produce new methods of calculation for two-phase
pressure drop in horizontal wells. Incorporate this capability in Task 1 above.

Summary of Technical Progress

Since the commencement of the project on March 10th of this year, a number of research
activities have been carried out. A list outlining these efforts is presented below followed
by brief description of each activity in the subsequent sections of this report:

• Dr. Sepehr Arbabi was selected from a wide range of applicants to be the full-time
Research Associate for this program. He commenced at Stanford on March 15,
1993. Santosh Verma, a Stanford Ph.D. student under Professor Khalid Aziz, has
recently begun working on Voronoi gridding methods in 3D. Tomomi Yamada,
another Stanford graduate student under Professor Thomas Hewett, has started
working on problems of averaging heterogeneities in the neighborhood of horizontal
wells.

• An associate Industrial Affiliates Project has been set up and the objectives of this

group have been agreed. The main emphases of the Industrial Affiliates Program
will focus on experiments on two-phase pressure drops within horizontal wells, to
be performed by Marathon Oil Company, and on real field applications and case
histories.

• Arrangements have been concluded with Marathon Oil Company to undertake
measurements of two-phase pressure drops in a full diameter replica of a horizon-
tal well with multi-phase distributed flow through the perforations or simulated
completion geometry. Experiments will be performed in their 100 ft wellbore fa-
cility at Littleton. A number of modifications have been made to this flow loop.
Measurements for baseline single-phase water experiments are in progress and oil
flows are about to commence. Two-phase flow experiments with uniform inflow of
air into the liquid core flow will follow next. Viscosity/Reynolds number scaling

will be tested later by comparing the experiments with air/water and oil/air flows.



• Sensitivity calculations have been run for evaluating uncertainities in-two-phase
pressure drops and GOR history for a gas cresting example. These confirm that
this aspect of modeling is significant.

• Sensitivity computations have been run for evaluating the effects of shale distri-
bution o:a the performance of horizontal wells in heterogeneous reservoirs.

• A draft review report entitled "Opportunities for Horizontal Wells and Problems
in Predicting Their Performance" [1] is near completion.

3D-Gas Cresting Example (Task 1)

An on-going effort in reviewing relevant publications on reservoir opportunities and
prediction methods for horizontal wells also commenced. Some of the more important
aspects arising from this activity are summarized in Reference [1].

In order to test the importance of pressure drop behavior in the well and sensitivities to
methods of calculation, we have set up a 3D-example reservoir study for a gas cresting
problem. The characteristics of the reservoir are shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
reservoir contains an initial gas cap of thickness 7.62 m [25 ft], and an oil column
of thickness 28.96 m [95 ft] is produced by a horizontal well of length 609.6 m [2000
ft] placed 19.81 m [65 ft] below the gas/oil contact. Oil production from this well
is 1590 m3/day [10,000 STB/day] and gas is injected at a fixed injection pressure of
26,200 MPa [3800 psi] into the gas cap. The overall length of the reservoir is 1524 m
[5000 ft], and its breadth is 1676 m [5500 ft] so that the initial oil in place is nearly
12.9 × 106 m 3 [81 MMSTB]. The residual oil saturation is 0.2 so that in principal about
10.3 × 106 m 3 [64.8 MMSTB] could be produced provided the production well were not
limited by GOR constraints. A typical k,,/kh = 0.1 haz been used and both a medium
permeability (kt, = 0.1/zm 2 [100 roD]) and high permeability reservoir (ka = 0.5/zm 2
[500 mD]) have been studied. Two internal horizontal well diameters of 15.70 [6.18]
and 10.87 [4.28] centimeters [inches] have been investigated, each with a large relative
roughness eD = 0.0194, which waz a guess value that might be appropriate for a slotted
liner completion.

Two different commercial reservoir simulators have been used, namely the Intera ECLIPSE
(ECL) code and the Computer Modeling Group IMEX code. Eclipse uses a special
Peaceman formula for anisotropic conditions to express the well completion factors, and
the code also uses homogeneous flow properties based on the mixture volume weighted
density and viscosity for two-phase pressure drop in the well. IMEX uses an equivalent
fracture model for the well completion factor, and the Dukler, Wicks and Cleveland

[5] correlation for the two-phase flow in the weil. This model therefore includes liquid





hold-up. The non-uniform grid is illustrated in the x-z plane in Fig. 1. Further refine-
ment of the grid size near the horizontal well produced only marginal changes in results.
Here we only present some of the cases with D = 10.87 cm [4.28 in]. The details are
reported in Reference [1].

The histories of GOR and well pressure at the heel (BHP) for the first base case with
kh = O.l#rn 2 [100 mD], and D = 10.87 cm [4.28 in] are shown in Fig. 2. These cases
were run also assuming infinite conductivity in the well (i.e., constant internal weil
pressure). It is noticeable that the gas breakthrough time is much earlier with ECL,
but neither calculation shows much sensitivity to including pressure drop behavior in
the well. There are some variations in BHP and the IMEX cases give some changes
in GOR history. Conditions within the well are shown in Fig. 3 at a time when the
producing GOR is 1781 [10,000 scf/STB] for each calculation. Larger gas saturation
values in the wellbore are predicted by the Eclipse code because it assumes no slip
between the oil and gas phases. The two codes predict similar oil fluxes but differ in

estimating the producing cumulative GOR. along the horizontal well. This appears to
occur because of different rates of advance of the gas/oil interface prior to breakthrough,
and the reasons for this are being investigated.

Non-linear variation in pressure within the well and the associated in-flow rates can be
driven by reservoir non-uniformities. To test this hypothesis a slightly heterogeneous
reservoir description was examined with the left half of the problem having k h _- 0.1tim 2
[100 mD] and the right half kh = 0.5#m 2 [500 mD]. k,/kh = 0.1 was retained everywhere.
The resulting GOR histories, shown in Fig. 4 now shift significantly with inclusion of
the wellbore pressure drop in the Eclipse calculation, although less so with IMEX. The
effect of wellbore pressure drop at the heel of the well is to increase the advance of the
retarded gas/oil contact in the 0.1#rn 2 [100 mD] permeability zone, thereby making
this contact more uniform than in the case of neglecting wellbore pressure drop. This
then gives a more favorable GOR history. The resulting gas saturations and oil fluxes
along the well also show stronger variations, as indicated in Fig. 5.

To test the influence of constant production rate, a case was set up with well controls
perhaps more appropriate to a field operating condition, in which a fixed injection rate
of gas into the gas cap was imposed at 1590 M3/day [10,000 RB/day], but now a fixed
limit on bottom hole pressure (BHP = 20,133 MPa [2,920 psi]) was assumed to control
the production weil. When the effects of the adverse permeability variation and more
realistic well controls were applied simultaneously, the variations of the GOR history
between infinitely conducting and resistive wells became more obviously divergent. In
this case the production rate was limited to 3180 m3/day [20,000 STB/day] until the
BHP limit of 20,133 MPa [2920 psi] was attained; the 0.5#m 2 [500 mD] section of the
well otherwise gives very high initial flow rates. The production profiles are given in
Fig. 6, where for example an operating limit on GOR of say 1781 [10,000 scf/STB]
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would be reached in 32 days without pressure drop iii the weil, but this is extended to

108 days when the well resistance is included. The corresponding total oil productions

up to this cut-off are 9.7 x 104 ra3 [6.1 x l0 s STB] and 15.1 × 104 rn 3 [9.5 x l0 s STB]

respectively. The GOP_ history for the infinitely conducting well is no longer monotonic.

This occurs because the pressure fall-off near the well allows solution gas to be evolved

which is preferentially produced before the gas cap has advanced enough to dominate

in a final period of rising GOR (not shown in the figure). Some further sensitivity to

well pressure drop calculation is shown in Fig. 6 for a case when a skin factor of S = 10

was also assigned to the lower permeability half of the well, with the second half having

S = 0, assuming no damage to this higher permeability rock.

Reservoir Heterogeneity (Task 2)

This aspect of the project has recently been launched. A number of 3D case studies

have been run to investigate the effect of presence and distribution of shales on the

production behavior of HWs. A sample example of the studied cases is presented

here. Figure 7 displays cross sections for two rather extreme realizations (A and B) of

impermeable shale distributions, both with shale correlation length of 1000 ft in x and

y directions. The geostatistical parameters in both realizations are the same. We note

that the producer in realization B happened to be surrounded by a long shale group

which adversely influences its production. The corresponding productions of these two

realizations are shown in Fig. 8 which are also compared to those of a homogeneous

case with an effective k_. Both realizations with shales exhibit lower oil rates and later

breakthrough times comparing with the homogeneous case. Obviously the horizontal

producer in realization B has the lowest oil rate and the latest breakthrough time

because of the impermeable shales shielding the producer. Methods to compute effective

single-phase and two-phase directional permeabilities will be explored next for this task

of the project.

Pressure Drops in Horizontal Wells (Task 3)

When gas or water breakthrough occurs into a HW, the pressure drop increases rapidly
as the volume fraction of the second phase increases. The generation of a two-phase

state in the entry sectiofl of the well increases the drawdown effect at this end, which

then more strongly drives the two-phase fluid into the well. Thus having an accurate

procedure for estimating two-phase pressure drops in a long HW can become important.

The applicability of standard two-phase flow correlations is limited to the steady state

measurements in long sections of pipe, away from entrance and exit regions. Further-

more, the radial in-flow from the reservoir may significantly perturb the steady state
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flow patterns which would otherwise occur in normal pipe flow. The resulting increases
in chaotic and turbulent conditions might be expected to cause larger pressure drops.

Some example calculations have been run to illustrate some of the uncertainities in-
volved. The example calculation, presented here, is for a HW of length 609.6 m [2,000
ft] flowing oil at _ 1590 m3/day [,-, 10,000 bbls/day] with a GOR of ,-, 1781 [,-_10,000
scf/bbl]. The oil viscosity is ,-, O.O03Pa.s [,-, 3.0 cP] and the average void fraction is
,-, 0.9. Estimated pressure drops for both a smooth pipe and for a rough pipe (with
roughness of 0.00305 m [0.01 ft]) with internal diameter of 15.70 cm [6.18 in]are sum-
marized in Table 1 below. The correlations of Beggs and Brill (BB) [4], Dukler, Wicks,
and Cleveland (DK) [5], and Mandhane, Gregory, and Aziz (MGA) [6] are used in
the computations. Ali the calculations are performed with the ASA Multiphase Flow
Software System [7]. The fourth correlation due to Beattie and Whalley (BW) [8] is a
homogeneous (i.e., no slip between gas and oil phases) flow correlation which uses "ef-
fective" two-phase densities and viscosities in the definition of Reynolds number. We
note that in these calculations ali the flow was introduced into the well at the upstream
end, rather than distributed as radial in-flow along its length.

Correlation DP-smooth, MPa, [psi] DP-rough, MPa, [psi]
BB [4] 862, [125] 4109, [596]
DK [5] 1358, [197] 7095, [1029]

MGA [6] 393, [57] 2565, [372]
BW [81 221 , [321 1069, [155]................

Table 1: Estimates of pressure drops for the example calculation using
different correlations

The results indicate a large spread between the correlations. It is also noticeable that

there are significantly different effects due to the roughness in the two-phase regime.
Even for the smooth pipe results, there are significant pressure drops which will affect
the well performance.

Experiments at Marathon Oil Company

The major component of Task 3 involves planning and interpreting the measurements
of two-phase flow pressure drops in experiments currently in progress at Marathon
Petroleum Technology Center. The results will provide guidelines to (1) the accuracy
of two-phase pressure drop correlations and (2) the effect of radial inflow on the flow
patterns and their contribution to the total pressure loss in a HW.

14



The Marathon Wellbore model is essentially a pipe with ID of 15.75 cm [6.2 in] with
feeder system for injecting flow radially through perforations. The acrylic pipe is trans-
parent and flow patterns can be monitored with a moving TV-recording system. The
layout consists of 6.10 m [20 ft] of blank acrylic, followed by 6.10 m [20 ft] of smooth
perforations, followed by 4.57 m [15 ft] of sharp edged perforations. Liquid or gas inflow
is supplied by the connected manifold to the next 12.20 m [40 ft] of smooth edged per-
forations. The remaining 1.52 m [5 ft] of the model is a blank section of acrylic casting.
Fig. 9 displays a sketch of the layout.

Some estimates of frictional pressure drops/kP! related to both single phase and two-
phase oil/air flows have been determined. The single phase water and oil experiments,
which are currently in progress, serve asbaseline experiments to evaluate the condition
of the flow loop facility. The inflow for the 12.20 m [40 ft] section in these calculations
was distributed through five equally spaced (2.03 m [6.67 ft] apart) perforations along
the section (see. Fig. 9). This approximately represents radial flow through uniformly
distributed perforations. Table 2 contains estimates of single phase AP I for an oil with
viscosity, # of 0.006 Pa.s [6 cP]. The pipe flow rate is Q = 1.51m3/min [400 gpm] while
the influx flow rate is q = O.076m3/min [20 gpm] per subsection (total of 0.38 m3/min
[100 gpm] over the 12.20 m [40 ft] section). The assumed value of 0.000305 m [0.001 ft]
for the absolute roughness was a guess value.

Abs. Roughness, m, [ft] /kP/, MPa, [psi]
0. 1.24, [0.18]

0.000305, [0.00i] 1.72, [0.25]

O. 1.59, [0.23]

0.000305, [0.001] 1.93, [0.28]

Table 2: Estimates of single phase AP I with inflow
for the 12.20 m [40 ft] section of the Marathon Wellbore model

Estimates of AP I for oil/air flows were also obtained. The purposes of these calculations
w¢,_sto provide estimates of (1) the flow rate of influx air and (2) the range of pressure
drops for the oil/air experiments. Many values of pipe (Q) and influx (q) flow rates
were used in the calculations. Here we only present one case with Q = 1.51 marain
[400 gpm] and _ q = 2.83 x 104 ma/D [1 MMscfD]. The inflow section of the wellbore
model was divided into six subsections. Results of API and void fraction, a, for each
subsection are given in Table 3 for a rough pipe with an absolute roughness of 0.000305
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m [0.001 ft]. The last column of Table 3 gives the sum of the pressure drops, _ APs,
and the average void fractions &. We note that the first subsection contains single phase
oil flow.

Method Subsection --4 1 2 3 4 5 6......

API, MPa 0.255 0.786 1.434 2.193 3.130 4.385 _ APf=12.183
BB [psi] [0.037] [0.i14] [0.208] [0.318] [0.454] [0.636] [1.767]

tr 0. 0.475 0.627 0.700 0.745 0.778 _=0.554
........

API, MPa 0.255 0.717 1.510 2.496 4.033 5.343 _API=14.355
DK [psi] [0.037] [0.104] [0.219] [0.362] [0.585] [0.775] [2.082]

c_ 0. 0.432 0.671 0.783 0.859 0.887 _=0.605

API, MPa 0.255 0.683 1.282 1.882 2.558 3.427 _AP1=10.087
MGA [psi] [0.0371 [0.099] [0.186] [0.273] [0.371] [0.497] [1.463]

tr 0. 0.438 0.608 0.683 0.727 0.757 _=0.536

Table 3: Estimates of two-phase oil/air APf, a lot the
12.20 m [40 ft] inflow section of the Marathon Wellbore Model

Q = 1.51 m3/min [400 gpm], _ q = 2.83 × 104m3/D [1 MMscfD], P_,t_t = 138 MPa
[20 psi]
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